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ABSTRACT

A transceiver system for receiving content contained in a
secure digital broadcast signal including a first component
for generating a data stream from a received digital broad
cast signal coupled to a first encryption/decryption unit
configured to encrypt the data stream generated from the
digital broadcast signal. Transceiver system includes a sec
ond component for generating a video signal to view the
content contained in digital broadcast signal, coupled to a
second encryption/decryption unit for decrypting the
encrypted data stream received from the first component. A
bus is coupled to the first and the second encryption/
decryption unit. A third component is coupled to the bus for
arbitration of the bus to coordinate the transmission of the
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encrypted data stream Such that the data stream is securely
transferred from the first to the second component without
exposing an unencrypted data stream, maintaining the Secu
rity of the content of the digital broadcast signal.
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR A SECURE HIGH
BANDWDTH BUS IN A TRANSCEIVER DEVICE
RELATED U.S. PATENT APPLICATION

0001. This Continuation Application claims the benefit of
the co-pending, commonly-owned U.S. patent application
with Attorney Docket No. SONY-50N3505, Ser. No. 09/538,
517, filed on Mar. 29, 2000, by Jun Maruo and Atsushi
Kagami, and titled “A Method and System for a Secure High
Bandwidth Bus in a Transceiver Device,” which is incor

porated herein by reference.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

0002 The present invention relates to the field of intel
ligent transceivers such as bi-directional set-top boxes used
by the cable and satellite television industry. More specifi
cally, the present invention pertains to a method and system
for maintaining secure transmission of copyrighted data
between internal components of an intelligent transceiver
while reducing overhead required for the secure transmis
sion process.
BACKGROUND ART

0003 Digital broadcast systems include direct broadcast
digital satellite systems, interactive World Wide Web
(“Web’) access systems, and digital cable systems. Digital
broadcasting provides a number of advantages to Subscrib
ers, such as variety and flexibility of programming, useful
and comprehensive Support services (such as detailed elec
tronic programming guides), and Superior audio and video
quality.
0004 The Conditional Access (CA) function of a digital
broadcast system allows selective access to valuable copy
righted information. Such information includes, for
example, pay-per view movies, premium sporting events,
etc. The producers of the movies, events, etc., require that
access to the premium services be controlled in order to
protect and enforce their copyrights, protect copyright own
ership, and protect their commercial interests as well. The
digital broadcast system operators (also referred to as Mul
tiple System Operators, MSOs) also have a commercial
interest in preventing unauthorized use and in limiting
access to these premium services to authorized users only.
0005) To prevent unauthorized use, MSOs typically
broadcast a scrambled signal. The Scrambled signal is then
descrambled by a descrambling unit in the transceiver (e.g.,
using a key provided by the MSO, for example, in the smart
card). However, the typical transceiver includes a number of
internal components or functional blocks. To provide the
copyrighted services to the user, the descrambed signal
needs to be coupled to one or more additional internal
components of the transceiver for further processing. To
prevent pirating of the descrambled signal, various prior art
schemes are used to prevent unauthorized access to the
audio video content of the descrambled signal. For example,
in many cases, certain secure transmission techniques are
employed which use encryption and decryption to protect
the descrambled signal. In other cases, various encapsulation
methods (e.g., epoxy encapsulation) are employed which
prevent access to the transceiver circuit board.
0006 Prior Art FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing some
of the elements in one embodiment of a prior art transceiver
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(e.g., a set-top box) that uses both encryption and encapsu
lation to protect the descrambled signal. It should be noted
that for clarity, not all of the elements of the set-top box are
shown. Front-end unit 20 of the set-top box comprises a
tuner (not shown), as well as other devices known in the art,
for receiving a digital broadcast signal 90. Coupled to
front-end unit 20 is a point of deployment (POD) 10. POD
10 typically is adapted to receive a smart card (not shown)
that, as described above, can be used to provide billing
information to the MSO. The smart card also typically
contains a key provided by the MSO that is used to
descramble digital broadcast signal 90. POD 10 includes a
descrambling/encryption unit 40 that uses the key provided
by the MSO to descramble broadcast signal 90 (if the signal
is scrambled). Descrambling/encryption unit 40 also
encrypts the signal (if the signal is not encrypted). It is
appreciated that, in other prior art embodiments, descram
bling functionality and the encryption functionality of unit
40 may consist of separate elements, one for descrambling
and one for encrypting.
0007. Front-end unit 20 also includes decryption unit 50
for decrypting an encrypted broadcast signal before the
signal is sent to audio/visual (A/V) decoder 30. A/V decoder
30 is used for demultiplexing the signal and for decoding,
for example, MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) video
signals and/or Dolby AC3 audio signals.
0008 Thus, in this prior art embodiment, digital broad
cast signal 90 is received by the set-top box at front-end unit
20 and forwarded to POD 10. Broadcast signal 90 is
descrambled by descrambling/encryption unit 40. Once
descrambled, broadcast signal 90 is encrypted to prevent
unauthorized duplication. Further downstream in the set-top
box, broadcast signal 90 is decrypted using decryption unit
50 so that it can be decoded (e.g., MPEG or AC3 decoding)
in A/V decoder 30, and subsequently processed so that it can
be viewed and/or listened to by an authorized subscriber.
0009. A problem with this prior art embodiment is that,
between decryption unit 50 and A/V decoder 30, broadcast
signal 90 is transmitted in the clear at point 12 (that is, it is
not scrambled nor is it encrypted at this point). Thus, at point
12, broadcast signal 90 can be intercepted and duplicated. As
a digital signal, it is possible to make near perfect copies
which can be readily distributed to unauthorized parties
(e.g., rebroadcast via the Internet, copied onto a compact
disk, etc.). While the MSO may receive payment for a
one-time use. Subsequent use by unauthorized users is made
without proper compensation to the MSO or the copyright
OWS.

0010 With the advent of digital cable, including Internet
access, set-top boxes have bi-directional capability, and
increased bandwidth requirements, resulting in audio video
signals being transported between an increased number of
functional modules within the cable set-top box. Unfortu
nately, this creates new opportunities for theft of the digital
audio video content. Thus, while Prior Art FIG. 1 shows a

single bus line 12 where broadcast signal 90 can be inter
cepted and duplicated, the most modern, most complex
bi-directional set-top boxes will often have numerous such
points of interception, as digital information is transmitted
between and among numerous functional modules within
the cable set-top box.
0011 To prevent pirating, especially in the case of the
more complex, bi-directional set-top boxes, numerous and
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varied prior art schemes are employed. Such schemes
include, for example, “booby trapping the transceiver hous
ing in order to intentionally disable the transceiver should
the housing be tampered with, the encapsulation of the entire
circuit board of the transceiver within a thick epoxy layer to
prevent access to circuit traces (e.g., intermodule buses), and
the like. These methods are employed individually and in
unison, all in an attempt to prevent theft of the audio video
content of the descrambled signal.
0012 While the above prior art methods are successful to
Some extent, they have proven unable to stop the more
Sophisticated pirates. Such individuals, for example, often
have detailed technical knowledge of the transceiver which
allows them to, for example, determined an exact location at
which to “drill' or “tap' a bus trace to obtain access to the
descrambled signal, or to disable any housing booby traps.
Additionally, the incorporation of Such multiple security
schemes imposes a significant cost penalty on the design and
manufacture of set-top box transceivers. Such schemes often
require the incorporation of special-purpose, specially
designed, one-of-a-kind type components designed specifi
cally for a single model of transceiver.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0013 The present invention provides a method and sys
tem for implementing secure transmission of content con
tained in a digital broadcast signal. The system of the present
invention can prevent unauthorized access to a digital data
stream within the transceiver by, for example, Sophisticated
unauthorized users, even where such users have detailed

technical knowledge of the transceiver. The system the
present invention provides for secure transmission without
requiring the incorporation of exotic, one-of-a-kind type
components for transmitting the data between functional
modules of the transceiver. The content of the digital broad
cast signal is protected without requiring the imposition of
multiple security Schemes that impose significant cost pen
alties on the design and manufacture of the transceiver.
0014. In one embodiment, the present invention is imple
mented as a transceiver system for receiving content con
tained in a secure digital broadcast signal. The transceiver
system uses a single high bandwidth bus to transfer
encrypted data between the multiple components of the
transceiver. The data is encrypted to prevent access to secure
content as the content is transferred across the bus.

0.015 The transceiver system includes a first component
for generating a data stream from a received digital broad
cast signal. A first encryption unit is coupled to the first
component. The first encryption unit is configured to encrypt
the data stream generated from the digital broadcast signal,
resulting in encrypted data stream. Transceiver system
includes a second component for generating a video signal
for a monitor to view content contained in digital broadcast
signal. A second encryption unit is coupled to the second
component for decrypting the encrypted data stream
received from the first component. The common bus is
coupled to the first encryption unit and second encryption
unit and is a high speed digital bus.
0016 A third component is coupled to the bus for arbi
tration of the bus to coordinate the transmission of the

encrypted data stream from the first encryption unit to the
second encryption unit Such that content from the data
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stream is securely transferred from the first component to
second component. In so doing, the security of the content
of the digital broadcast signal is maintained as the resulting
data stream is processed by the first component and second
component. The content of the digital broadcast signal is
protected without requiring the imposition of multiple secu
rity schemes that impose significant cost penalties on the
design and manufacture of the transceiver. All sensitive data
is encrypted prior to transfer. Hence, no copyrighted or
sensitive data is exposed in the clear on bus.
0017. In one embodiment, the bus is implemented as a
high bandwidth PCI (peripheral component interconnect)
bus compliant with well known and widely supported PCI
standards.

0018. In one embodiment, the encrypted data stream is
encrypted using an encryption routine compliant with the
Data Encryption Standard Electronic Code Book (DES
ECB).
0019. In one embodiment, the data stream from the
digital broadcast signal is a digital audio/visual media signal
delivered to the transceiver using, for example, via a terres
trial line (e.g., a cable system), the World Wide Web (e.g., a
connection to the Internet), or a wireless transmission (e.g.,
a satellite broadcast).
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0020. The present invention is illustrated by way of

example and not by way of limitation, in the figures of the
accompanying drawings and in which like reference numer
als refer to similar elements and in which:

0021 Prior Art FIG. 1 shows a block diagram of the
elements of one embodiment of a prior art transceiver.
0022 FIG. 2 shows an overview diagram transceiver in
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
0023 FIG. 3 shows a diagram depicting the internal
components of graphics block in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention.
0024 FIG. 4 shows a diagram depicting the internal
components of CPU block in accordance with one embodi
ment of the present invention.
0025 FIG. 5 shows an overview diagram depicting the
relationship of a transceiver in accordance with one embodi
ment of the present invention to the broadcast circuits of an
MSO.

0026 FIG. 6 shows an overview diagram of a transceiver
in accordance with one alternative embodiment of the

present invention.
0027 FIG. 7 shows an overview diagram of a transceiver
in accordance with a second alternative embodiment of the

present invention.
0028 FIG. 8 shows a more detailed embodiment of a
transceiver device in accordance with one embodiment of

the present invention that incorporates aspects of the trans
ceiver of FIG. 6 and the transceiver of FIG. 7.

0029 FIG. 9 shows a flowchart of the steps of a secure
data transmission process in accordance with one embodi
ment of the present invention as implemented within a
transceiver.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

0030) Reference will now be made in detail to the
embodiments of the invention, a method and system for a
secure high bandwidth bus in a transceiver device, examples
of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
While the invention will be described in conjunction with
the preferred embodiments, it will be understood that they
are not intended to limit the invention to these embodiments.

On the contrary, the invention is intended to cover alterna
tives, modifications and equivalents, which may be included
within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the
appended claims. Furthermore, in the following detailed
description of the present invention, numerous specific
details are set forth in order to provide a thorough under
standing of the present invention. However, it will be
obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art that the present
invention may be practiced without these specific details. In
other instances, well known methods, procedures, compo
nents, and circuits have not been described in detail as not

to unnecessarily obscure aspects of the present invention.
0031 Embodiments of the present invention are directed
toward a method and system for implementing secure trans
mission of content contained in a digital broadcast signal.
Embodiments of the present invention use a high bandwidth
bus to transfer encrypted data between the multiple compo
nents of the transceiver. The data is encrypted to prevent
access to secure content as the content is transferred across

the bus. The system of the present invention can prevent
unauthorized access to a digital data stream within the
transceiver by, for example, Sophisticated unauthorized
users, even where such users have detailed technical knowl

edge of the transceiver. The system the present invention
provides for secure transmission without requiring the incor
poration of exotic, one-of-a-kind type components for trans
mitting the data between functional modules of the trans
ceiver. The content of the digital broadcast signal is
protected without requiring the imposition of multiple secu
rity schemes that impose significant cost penalties on the
design and manufacture of the transceiver. The present
invention and its benefits are further described below.
Notation and Nomenclature

0032 Some portions of the detailed descriptions which
follow are presented in terms of procedures, steps, logic
blocks, processing, and other symbolic representations of
operations on data bits within a computer memory. These
descriptions and representations are the means used by those
skilled in the data processing arts to convey most effectively
the substance of their work to others skilled in the art. A

procedure, computer executed step, logic block, process,
etc., are here, and generally, conceived to be self-consistent
sequences of steps or instructions leading to a desired result.
The steps are those requiring physical manipulations of
physical quantities. Usually, though not necessarily, these
quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals
capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared,
and otherwise manipulated in a computer system. It has
proven convenient at times, principally for reasons of com
mon usage, to refer to these signals as bits, values, elements,
symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the like.
0033. It should be borne in mind, however, that all of
these and similar terms are to be associated with the appro
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priate physical quantities and are merely convenient labels
applied to these quantities. Unless specifically stated other
wise as apparent from the following discussions, it is appre
ciated that throughout the present invention, discussions
utilizing terms such as “processing.”"encrypting.”“transmit
ting,”“descrambling,”“arbitration.'"displaying,”“recogniz
ing,” or the like, refer to the action and processes of a
computer system, or similar electronic computing device,
that manipulates and transforms data represented as physical
(electronic) quantities within the computer system's regis
ters and memories into other data similarly represented as
physical quantities within the computer system registers or
memories or other such information storage, transmission,
or display devices.
The Transceiver of the Present Invention

0034 FIG. 2 shows a transceiver 200 in accordance with
one embodiment of the present invention. As depicted in
FIG. 2, transceiver 200 includes three components, or
functional blocks: an audio video decode block 340, a

graphics block 350, and a CPU block 360. The components
are each coupled to a high bandwidth bus 305.
0035) In the present embodiment, transceiver 200 func
tions in part by receiving content contained in a secure
digital broadcast signal 370, demodulating and descram
bling the digital broadcast signal 370 and distributing the
resulting data stream among the functional blocks 340, 350,
and 360 for processing and subsequent delivery to a user via
the coupled display device 395 (e.g., a television). In accor
dance with the present invention, the security of content of
the data stream is maintained as the data stream is distributed

among the functional blocks.
0036) Referring still to FIG. 2, the transceiver 200 of the
present embodiment includes AV decode block 340 for
generating a data stream from a received digital broadcast
signal. In this embodiment, AV decode block 340 includes
receiving and descrambling functionality to down-convert
the received digital broadcast signal 370 and descramble the
data stream modulated thereon. A first encryption unit 311 is
coupled to the AV decode block 340. Encryption unit 311 is
configured to encrypt the data stream generated from the
digital broadcast signal 370, resulting in encrypted data
Stream.

0037 Transceiver 200 includes graphics block 350 for
generating an audio signal 391 and a video signal 392 for a
display device 395 (e.g., a television monitor) to view the
content contained in digital broadcast signal 370. A second
encryption unit 312 is coupled to the graphics block 350 for
decrypting the encrypted data stream received from the
audio video decode block 340.

0038. The encryption units function by both encrypting
the outgoing data streams as required and decrypting the
incoming data streams as required. Hence, it should be noted
that both encryption and decryption functionality is included
in each unit.

0039) Abus 305 is coupled to the first encryption unit 311
and second encryption unit 312. The bus 305 functions by
providing a high-speed, high bandwidth, bi-directional com
munications pathway between the AV decode block 340 and
the graphics block 350.
0040. The CPU block 360 is coupled to the bus 305 in
order to implement arbitration of bus 305 to coordinate the
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transmission of the encrypted data stream from the first
encryption unit (e.g., AV decode block 340) to the second
encryption unit (Graphics Block 350). The data stream is
transferred from the first encryption unit 311 of the AV
decode block 340 to the second encryption unit 312 of the
graphics block 350 in an encrypted form such that content
from the data stream is securely transferred, without being
exposed on bus 305“in-the-clear such that it is vulnerable
to interception and pirating.
0041. In so doing, the security of the content of the digital
broadcast signal 370 is maintained as the resulting data
stream is processed by the AV decode block 340 and the
graphics block 350. The content of the digital broadcast
signal 370 is protected without requiring the imposition of
multiple security Schemes that impose significant cost pen
alties on the design and manufacture of the transceiver.
0042. In this manner, the use of encryption units 311
313"de-couples’ the security aspect of transferring the data
stream between the blocks of transceiver 200 (e.g., AV
decode block 340 and graphics block 350) from the data
transfer bandwidth and efficiency aspect of transferring the
data stream. For example, in the present embodiment, bus
305 need not include any specially designed, non-standard
ized (e.g., one-of-a-kind) features for security. All sensitive
data is encrypted prior to transfer. Hence, no copyrighted or
sensitive data is exposed in the clear on bus 305.
0.043 Referring still to FIG. 2, in the present embodi
ment, each functional block (e.g., AV decode block 340) is
integrated with its respective encryption unit and BIU as a
single integrated circuit device, or ASIC (application spe
cific integrated circuit). Hence, there is no point between
each functional block's encryption unit and BIU where an
unencrypted in-the-clear signal can be "tapped' or otherwise
accessed improperly. Sensitive content only emerges from
the functional blocks as an encrypted data stream, as the data
stream is transferred across the bus.

0044 Alternatively, in an embodiment where a functional
block is not completely integrated (e.g., where a functional
block is implemented as a circuit board of multiple chips),
the functional block can be designed such that there is no
inter-chip trace where a fully complete in-the-clear AV data
stream can be tapped and intercepted. The multichip func
tional block can have its functionality implemented among
the multiple chips such that only portions of the AV data
stream are transmitted across any one inter-chip trace,
thereby preventing the possibility of tapping a trace to obtain
the in-the-clear signal.
0045. As described above, the use of encryption units
311-313 de-couples the security aspect of transferring data
from the efficiency aspect of transferring data. Because of
this, bus 305 can be optimized for high speed, high effi
ciency data transfer. This allows the use of a high bandwidth,
industry standard bus architecture for the implementation of
bus 305. The use of such a bus architecture, in turn,

eliminates the cost penalties involved in mass producing
large numbers of transceivers in accordance with present
invention.

0046) In the present embodiment, bus 305 is a PCI bus
(peripheral component interconnect bus), compatible with
well known PCI specifications (e.g., PCI specification ver
sion 2.1). The interface with bus 305 is handled via a BIU
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(bus interface unit) built into each functional block coupled
to the bus (e.g., BIU 321-323). The specific implementing
functionality required to interface with PCI is incorporated
in each respective block's BIU. This aspect simplifies the
interfaces for each functional block, since PCI BIUs are

substantially the same for each functional block and the
specific requirements for PCI compliant BIUs are well
known. In other words, the functionality required to inter
face with a PCI bus is well known, and hence, relatively
standardized. Thus, in accordance with the present inven
tion, new functional blocks can be readily incorporated into
transceiver 200 by equipping them with an appropriate BIU
and encryption unit. This provides significant cost savings
while maintaining security of the data stream. In addition,
this greatly increases the number possible new functions
which can be added to transceiver 200, due the very large
number of pre-existing PCI compliant devices.
0047 The use of a high performance bus such as a PCI
bus allows a single bus (e.g., bus 305) to perform all data
transfer functions. In transceiver 200 or the present embodi
ment, bus 305 performs all data transfer functions. This
greatly simplifies the internal architecture of the transceiver
200, providing additional efficiency benefits and cost sav
ings. The use of a single bus provides for a single point of
management and configuration. The encryption process of
encryption units 311-313 is controlled from the single point,
in this embodiment, the CPU block 360.

0048. Additionally, it should be noted that, although the
data stream itself is encrypted, the configuration and control
signals of bus 305, such as, for example, the PCI control
signals REQi, GNTH, FRAMEii, C/BEii, etc. need not be
encrypted. Thus, in the operation of its configuration, arbi
tration, control, etc., bus 305 functions as if it where a

typical PCI bus. However, the data “payload' is encrypted.
For example, once a transaction is initiated, the actual data
payload of the transaction is encrypted. In this manner, the
transport of the encrypted data stream is transparent to the
PCI bus architecture.

0049 Since each functional block is implemented as a
single integrated circuit, no additional security features are
required. No epoxy encapsulation is required. No booby
trapping is required. This greatly reduces costs and reduces
the chances of malfunctions due to defects bugs, etc.
0050 Additional description of the transceiver of the
present invention is contained in U.S. patent application Ser.
No. 09/474,920, filed on Dec. 29, 1999, entitled “A
METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR A BI-DIRECTIONAL
TRANSCEIVER FOR COMBINING INTERNET INFOR
MATION WITH VIDEO INFORMATION TO CREATE

AN INTERACTIVE DISPLAY INTERFACE by Maruo, et
al., and in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 09/538,605, filed
on Mar. 29, 2000, entitled “METHOD AND APPARATUS
FOR A MODULARIZED BI-DIRECTIONAL TUNING

SYSTEM” by Maruo, et al., which are both incorporated
herein by reference.
0051 FIG. 3 shows a diagram depicting the internal
components of graphics block 350 in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention in greater detail.
Graphics block 350 includes an encryption unit 312 and a
BIU 322 as described above. FIG. 3 also shows encryption
unit 312 including an encryption key register 381 and BIU
322 including a device ID register 382.
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0.052 As described above, the security of the data stream
is maintained by encryption prior to transmission from one
functional block to another via bus 305. Each of the func

tional blocks are integrated. The encryption processing of
encryption units 311-313 is managed from the CPU block
360. In the present embodiment, upon initial power up, each
functional block coupled to bus 305 is recognized and
configured. Unrecognized functional blocks are ignored by
the CPU block (they are not configured during the initial
power up, or they are never granted the bus to perform data
transactions, they are never targets of PCI transactions, etc.).
This aspect can prevent unauthorized alteration of the con
figuration of transceiver 200 after shipment from, for
example, the service provider.
0053 To facilitate recognition upon initial power up and
the Subsequent management of the encryption-decryption
processing, each functional block coupled to bus 305 has a
unique device ID used to manage its operation during the
various PCI data transfers (e.g., arbitration, initiating trans
actions, receiving transactions, etc.). This device ID can be
set during manufacturing, or can be assigned by CPU block
360 during initial power-up and configuration. The device
ID is stored in device ID register 382. Each functional block
is also assigned an encryption key during initial power-up
and configuration by the CPU. This encryption key is stored
in encryption key register 381.
0054. In the present embodiment, the encryption unit 312
uses the encryption key and the device ID to identify
graphics block 350 to CPU block 360 and the other func
tional blocks coupled to bus 305 and to recognize other
functional blocks coupled to bus 305. In addition, the
encryption unit 312 uses the encryption key and device ID
to encrypt and decrypt data during write transactions and
read transactions. The operation and management of the
encryption-decryption processes of each functional block is
centrally controlled by the CPU block 360. For example,
separate data transactions can be used to distribute encryp
tion keys to each of the functional blocks, with CPU block
360 acting as both the initiator of the data transactions and
the arbiter of bus 305. In one embodiment, encryption keys
are transmitted to each functional block after the initial

power up configuration.
0055. In one embodiment, the encryption process is
based upon a well-known DES ECB (Data Encryption
Standard Electronic Code Book) encryption routine and a
key length of 56 bits. However, it is appreciated that other
well-known and commercially available encryption routines
and different key lengths may be used in accordance with the
present invention.
0056 FIG. 4 shows a diagram depicting the internal
components of CPU block 360 in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention in greater detail. As
depicted in FIG. 4, CPU block 360 includes encryption unit
313 and BIU 323 as described above. FIG. 4 also shows

encryption unit 313 including its respective encryption key
register 385 and BIU 323 including its respective device ID
register 384 and a PCI bus arbiter 383.
0057. As described above, each functional block coupled
to bus 305 includes its respective BIU and encryption unit.
However, as described above, CPU block 360 functions as
the arbiter of bus 305 and thus also includes bus arbiter 383.

In the present embodiment, in accordance with PCI speci
fications, arbiter 383 controls the ownership of bus 305.
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0.058 As known by those skilled in the art, PCI bus 305
is comprised of functional signal lines, for example, inter
face control lines, address/data lines, error signal lines, and
the like. Each functional block is coupled to the functional
signal lines comprising PCI bus 305 and functions as a PCI
agent. In accordance with PCI specifications, when one PCI
agent requires the use of bus 305 to transmit data, it requests
PCI bus ownership from arbiter 383 of CPU block 360. The
PCI agent requesting ownership is commonly referred to as
an “initiator, or bus master. Upon being granted ownership
of PCI bus 305 from arbiter 383, the initiator (e.g., AV
decode block 340) carries out its respective data transfer
(e.g., data read transaction, data write transaction, configu
ration access, etc.).
0059. In accordance with PCI specifications, PCI agents
coupled to a PCI bus may independently request PCI bus
ownership. Thus, at any given time, AV decode block 340,
graphics block 350, and any other coupled functional block
may be requesting ownership simultaneously. Where there
are simultaneous requests for ownership, arbiter 383 arbi
trates between the requesting blocks to determine which
requesting block is granted ownership of bus 305. When one
the requesting blocks is granted ownership, it initiates its
transaction (e.g., data transfer) with a “target' or slave block,
for example, where AV decode block 340 initiates a data
transaction (initiator) to graphics block 350 (target). When
the data transaction is complete, the initiator (e.g., AV
decode block 340) relinquishes ownership of the bus 305,
allowing arbiter 383 to reassign bus 305 to another request
ing functional block.
0060 Thus, the functional blocks coupled to bus 305
follow the definitive set of protocols and rules governing the
operation of PCI compliant buses. These protocols standard
ize the method of accessing, utilizing, and relinquishing bus
305, so as to maximize its data transfer bandwidth. The

versions of the PCI bus protocols and specifications are set
forth in an industry standard PCI specification (e.g., PCI
Specification Revision 2.1). As known by those skilled in
the art, the PCI bus architecture is a high-performance,
high-speed bus architecture. Using bus 305, data transfer
rates of up to 528 Mbytes per second can be achieved (e.g.,
32-bit PCI bus 305 operating at 66 MHz).
0061 As described above, the configuration and control
signals of PCI bus 305, such as, for example, the PCI control
signals REQi, GNTH, FRAMEH, C/BEii, etc., need not be
encrypted. Thus, in the operation of its configuration, arbi
tration, and control functions, bus 305 functions as if it

where a typical PCI bus. However, the data “payload is
encrypted. For example, once a transaction is initiated, the
actual data payload of the transaction is encrypted. In this
manner, the transport of the encrypted data stream can be
completely transparent to the PCI bus architecture.
0062 FIG. 5 shows an overview diagram depicting the
relationship of transceiver 300 to the broadcast means of the
MSO. As described above, digital broadcast signal 370 can
be delivered to transceiver 200 using any of the various
mechanisms currently in use or envisioned. Such as a ter
restrial line (e.g., a cable system), the World WideWeb (e.g.,
a connection to the Internet), or a wireless transmission (e.g.,
a satellite broadcast or terrestrial broadcast). This is depicted
in FIG. 5 as digital broadcast signal 370a from internet/
cable 585 and digital broadcast signal 370b from satellite/
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terrestrial broadcast 585. Which ever format or means of

between conditional access block 330 and AV decode block

reception is used, the Secure encryption method of the
present embodiment ensures premium copyrighted services
are securely transmitted from signals 370a-370b to display

340 or graphics block 350, nor is there a point within A/V
decode block 340 or graphics block 350 where an in-the
clear signal can be externally accessed and intercepted.
Therefore, the present invention provides a secure interface
between conditional access block 330 and encryption unit
345 and also between encryption unit 345 and AN decode

device 395.

0063 FIG. 6 shows a more detailed diagram of a trans
ceiver 400 (e.g., a set-top box) in accordance with one
embodiment of the present invention. In the present embodi
ment, transceiver 400 includes a front-end block 310

coupled to bus 305, conditional access block 330 coupled to
front-end block 310 and bus 305, audio/video (A/V) decode
block 340 coupled to conditional access block 330 and bus
305, graphics block 350 coupled to A/V decode block 340
and bus 305, and central processing unit 360 coupled to bus
305. Conditional access block 330, also referred to as a point
of deployment (POD), is adapted to receive smart card 325.
0064 Transceiver 400 of FIG. 6 is substantially similar
to transceiver 200 of FIG. 2. However, Transceiver 400

receives digital broadcast signal 370 via a separate front end
block 310 and is transmitted to conditional access block 330

for descrambling and Subsequent transmission to A/V
decode block 340. As with transceiver 200 in FIG. 2, with

transceiver 400, each functional block coupled to bus 305
includes its respective BIU and encryption unit. For
example, front end block 310 and conditional access block
330 include BIUs 624–625 and encryption units 614-615
respectively.

0065. In the present embodiment, front-end block 310

contains one or more tuners for receiving digital broadcast
signal 370. For example, in one embodiment, front-end
block 310 can contain a tuner for receiving a wireless
transmission (e.g., a satellite broadcast) and another tuner
for receiving a cable transmission. Front-end block 310 can
also include a device (e.g., a modem) that allows a telephone
or digital subscriber line (DSL) connection to be made to the
World WideWeb so that a broadcast signal can be received
via the Internet.

0.066 Smart card 325 stores information needed by a
cable system operator or digital broadcast system operator
(e.g., a Multiple System Operator, MSO) in order to bill a
subscriber for services used by the subscriber (for example,
the viewing of a pay-per-view movie or event). Typically,
smart card 325 also includes a key that is used to descramble
digital broadcast signal 370 (if the signal is scrambled). In
the present embodiment, Smart card 325 is inserted into
conditional access block 330; however, it is appreciated that
in other embodiments smart card 325 may be coupled in a
different manner to intelligent transceiver 400 (for example,
it may be inserted into either front-end block 310 or A/V
decode block 340). Using the key from smart card 325,
conditional access block 330 descrambles digital broadcast
signal 370.
0067. Once digital broadcast signal 370 has been
descrambled by a conditional access block 330, the resulting
data stream is encrypted prior transmission to AV decode
block 340 via bus 305 in the manner described above in the

description of transceiver 200. The encryption unit (not
shown) within conditional access block 330 encryption the
data stream prior to transmit the data stream to AV decode
block 340 via bus 305.

0068 Thus, there is not a point for intercepting a signal
that is in the clear (e.g., a decrypted and descrambled signal)

block 340, and thus between front-end block 310 and A/V

decode block 340. As such, the present invention can
prevent pirating of a descrambled and decrypted digital
signal.
0069. In the present embodiment, A/V decode block 340
receives encrypted data stream from conditional access
block 330 via bus 305, decrypts the data stream using its
respective encryption unit (e.g., encryption unit 311 of FIG.
2), and decodes the video content and the audio content of
digital broadcast signal 370. In the present embodiment, an
MPEG (Moving Pictures Experts Group) video decoder and
an AC3 (Digital Dolby) audio decoder are used; however, it
is appreciated that other video or audio decoders can be used
in accordance with the present invention. In addition, in one
embodiment, AN decode block 340 is capable of handling
Video and audio analog signals. The decoded data is Subse
quently encrypted and coupled to graphics block 350 via bus
305 for subsequent output to display device 395 (not
shown).
0070 FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a transceiver 500 in
accordance with another embodiment of the present inven
tion. In this embodiment, point of deployment (POD) 320 is
separate from conditional access block 330, and Smart card
325 is plugged into POD 320 instead of conditional access
block 330. In this embodiment, however, Smart card 325

contains a key for descrambling digital broadcast signal 370,
and this key is used by POD 320 to descramble digital
broadcast signal 370. POD 320 also encrypts digital broad
cast signal 370 prior transmission to find block 310 using an
encryption unit. Although POD 320 is separate from con
ditional access block 330 in this embodiment, conditional

access block 330 can still exist in intelligent transceiver 500.
As with transceiver 400 in FIG. 6, with transceiver 500,

each functional block coupled to bus 305 includes its
respective BIU and encryption unit.
0071 FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a transceiver 600 (e.g.,
a bi-directional set-top box) showing additional details of
the embodiments illustrated by FIG. 6 and FIG. 7. Table 1
is a list of the various elements and acronyms contained in
FG. 8.
TABLE 1.

Elements and Acronyms of Transceiver Embodied in FIG. 8
AVDAC
BTSC

Audio Video Digital-to-Analog Converter
Broadcast Television Systems Committee

D-Cache

Data Cache

DAVIC
DOCSIS
DSM
DSP
DVD
FAT
FPU

Digital Audio Visual Council
Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification
Diplexer, Splitter and Modulator
Digital Signal Processor
Digital Video Disk
Forward Application Tuner
Floating Point Unit

IF
IDCT
Inst. Cache

Interface
Inverse Discrete Cosine Transform
Instruction Cache
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0075 Continuing with reference to FIG. 8, in the present
TABLE 1-continued

embodiment, A/V decode block 340 includes an MPEG

Elements and Acronyms of Transceiver Embodied in FIG. 8

decoder (e.g., graphics block 411) and an audio decoder
(e.g., AC-3 block 412) to decode the video and audio content
of digital broadcast signal 370. Graphics block 350 pro

Int. Cont.

Interrupt Controller

MAC

Media Access Control

cesses the audio and video information received from A/V

MC
MCNS
MIDI

Motion Compensation
Multiple Cable Network System
Musical Instrument Digital Interface

MP (a ML

Main Profile at Main Level

decode block 340. Central processing unit 360 contains a
processor (e.g., CPU core 430) and memory (e.g., instruc
tion cache 420) for processing information and instructions
used by intelligent transceiver 600.
0.076 Referring now to FIG. 9, a flow chart of the steps
of a system wide encryption/decryption process 900 in
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention is
shown. Process 900 depicts the basic operating steps of a
secure high bandwidth bus as implemented in a set-top box

OOB

Out of Band

PCI

Peripheral Component Interconnect

PCM

Pulse Code Modulation

PLL

Phase Locked Loop

QPSK
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying
QPSKQAM QPSK Quadrature Amplitude Modulation
RTC
SLIC

Real Time Clock
Serial Line Internet Connection

UART
VBI
VIFSIF

Universal Asynchronous Receiver-Transmitter
Vertical Blanking Interval
Video Intermediate Frequency/Sound Intermediate
Frequency

0072. With reference to FIG. 8, in the present embodi
ment, front-end block 310 receives a scrambled digital
broadcast signal (e.g., digital broadcast signal 370 of FIGS.
2 and 6) from a digital broadcaster via in-band tuner 401,
OOB tuner 402 and/or MCNS FAT tuner 403. Smart card

325 includes a key to descramble the digital broadcast
signal. It is appreciated that FIG. 8 shows some elements
from the embodiments illustrated by FIGS. 6, and 7. In the
case of the embodiment illustrated by FIG. 6, Smart card 325
is inserted into conditional access block 330, and conditional

access block 330 descrambles and encrypts the digital
broadcast signal. In the case of the embodiment illustrated
by FIG. 7, Smart card 325 is plugged into POD 320. In this
latter embodiment, the descrambling and encrypting func
tions are performed in POD 320, and so these functions are
bypassed in conditional access block 330.
0073 Continuing with reference to FIG. 8, the encrypted
digital signal is delivered to A/V decode block 340 via bus
305. As with transceiver 200 in FIG. 2, with transceiver 600,

each functional block coupled to bus 305 includes its
respective BIU and encryption unit. In FIG. 8, the bus
interface units are depicted as PCI I/F 624 for front-end
block 310, BIU 625 for conditional access block 330, PCI

I/F 321 for AV decode block 340, PCI I/F 322 for graphics
block 350, and bus interface unit 323 for CPU block 360.

The respective encryption units are depicted as encryption
unit 614 for front-end block 310, encryption unit 615 for
conditional access block 330, and respective encryption
units 311-313 for AV decode block 340, graphics block 350,
and CPU block 360.

0074 As explained above, the descrambled data stream is
first encrypted by conditional access block 330 prior to
transmission to AV decode block 340 via bus 305, and

encrypted by AV decode block 340 prior to transmission to
graphics block 350 via bus 305, such that the descrambled
data stream is never exposed as an in-the-clear signal (e.g.,
descrambled and not encrypted) between conditional access
block 330, block 340, and block 350. Therefore, the secure

data transmission process of the present invention provides
a secure high bandwidth bus between conditional access
block 330, A/V decode block 340, and graphics block 350
without requiring any added layers of security (e.g., epoxy
encapsulation, booby trapping, etc.).

transceiver in accordance with one embodiment of the

present invention (e.g., transceiver 200 of FIG. 2).
0.077 Process 900 begins in step 901, where a transceiver
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention
(e.g., transceiver 200 of FIG. 2) performs an initial power up
configuration sequence. Upon initial power up, a CPU block
(e.g., CPU block 360 of FIG. 2) interrogates the functional
blocks coupled to a central bus (e.g., bus 305 of FIG. 2). As
described above, the CPU block uses a device ID stored

within each functional block to verify the correct configu
ration of the transceiver and otherwise configure the respec
tive blocks for operation.

0078. In step 902, encryption/decryption keys are distrib
uted by the CPU block to each respective encryption unit of
the functional blocks of the transceiver. As described above,

to prevent unauthorized assess to a descrambled signal, the
descrambled data stream is encrypted prior to transmission
from any one of the functional blocks of the transceiver. For
example, prior to transmitting a decoded descrambled data
stream from A/V decode block 340 to graphics block 350,
the data stream is first encrypted such that the in-the-clear
signal is never exposed on the bus. The encryption process
(e.g., a well-known DES ECB encryption routine and a key
lengths of 56 bits) is managed and coordinated by the CPU.
The distributed encryption keys allow each respective
encryption unit (e.g., encryption units 311-313) to encrypt
and/or decrypt the data stream as needed. Once the func
tional blocks have been configured and the encryption keys
distributed, the transceiver is ready to begin processing
received digital broadcast streams.
0079. With continuing references to process 900 of FIG.
9, in step 903, a digital broadcast signal (e.g., digital
broadcast signal 370 of FIG. 2) is received by the trans
ceiver. Depending upon the particular embodiment, the
digital broadcast stream is received directly in an AV decode
block (e.g., transceiver 200 of FIG. 2) or is received in a
separate front end block (e.g., front end block 310 of
transceiver 400 of FIG. 6).
0080. In step 904, the received digital broadcast signal is
descrambled using descrambling circuits. As described
above, the digital broadcast signal is transmitted from the
MSO in a scrambled form to prevent unauthorized reception
by "pirating users. An authorized user can descramble the
digital broadcast signal using a key provided by the MSO.
Depending upon the particular transceiver embodiment, the
descrambling functionality can be included in an A/V
decode block (e.g., AV decode block 340 of FIG. 2), or a
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separate conditional access block (e.g., conditional access
block 330 of FIG. 6). Alternatively, in some applications
(e.g., non-copyrighted content), the digital broadcast stream
can arrive in an unscrambled form, wherein descrambling
would not be required.
0081. In step 905, as described above, to prevent access
to an in-the-clear signal, the descrambled data stream is
encrypted prior to transmission from each functional block
within the transceiver. For example, A/V decode block 340
encrypts the descrambled and decoded data stream prior to
transmission to graphics block 350 via bus 305. In so doing,
an in-the-clear signal is never exposed on the bus, and the
bus can thus be optimized for high bandwidth and easy
interoperability.
0082 In step 906, the resulting encrypted data stream is
transmitted across the internal bus of the transceiver (e.g.,
bus 305 of FIG. 2) among the functional blocks as required.
As described above, prior to transmission from each block,
the data stream is encrypted to prevent any point of access
for pirating the signal. In the transceiver embodiments of
FIGS. 2, 6, 7, and 8, the transceiver bus is implemented with
a PCI bus architecture. The encryption process (e.g., a
well-known DES ECB encryption routine and a key lengths
of 56 bits) is managed and coordinated by the CPU. The
distributed encryption keys allow each encryption unit (e.g.,
encryption units 345-346) to encrypt and/or decrypt the data
stream as needed. The encryption process operates transpar
ently with respect to the operation of the PCI bus.
0083. In step 907, the data stream is processed as required
by the functional blocks of the transceiver and the resulting
Video signal (e.g., from graphics block 350) is coupled to a
display device for viewing by a user.
0084 Thus, the present invention provides a method and
system for implementing secure transmission of content
contained in a digital broadcast signal. The system of the
present invention can prevent unauthorized access to a
digital data stream within the transceiver by, for example,
Sophisticated unauthorized users, even where Such users
have detailed technical knowledge of the transceiver. The
system the present invention provides for secure transmis
sion without requiring the incorporation of exotic, one-of
a-kind type components for transmitting the data between
functional modules of the transceiver. The content of the

digital broadcast signal is protected without requiring the
imposition of multiple security Schemes that impose signifi
cant cost penalties on the design and manufacture of the
transceiver.

0085. The foregoing descriptions of specific embodi
ments of the present invention have been presented for
purposes of illustration and description. They are not
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the

precise forms disclosed, and obviously many modifications
and variations are possible in light of the above teaching.
The embodiments were chosen and described in order best

to explain the principles of the invention and its practical
application, thereby to enable others skilled in the art best to
utilize the invention and various embodiments with various

modifications as are Suited to the particular use contem
plated. It is intended that the scope of the invention be
defined by the Claims appended hereto and their equiva
lents.
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1-44. (canceled)
45. A transceiver system for receiving content contained
in a secure digital broadcast signal, comprising:
a first component for generating a data stream;
a first encryption/decryption unit coupled to the first
component, and for encrypting the data stream for
transmission to generate an encrypted data stream;
a second component for generating a video signal for a
display device;
a second encryption/decryption unit coupled to the second
component and for decrypting the encrypted data
stream received from the first component;
a bidirectional digital bus coupled to the first encryption/
decryption unit and the second encryption/decryption
unit; and

a third component coupled to the bus for controlling
arbitration Such that content from the data stream is

securely transferred across the bus between the first
encryption/decryption unit and the second encryption/
decryption unit without exposing an unencrypted data
Stream.

46. The system of claim 45 wherein the transceiver is a
set-top box.
47. The system of claim 45 wherein the first component
is an audio video decode block for decoding the data stream
from a digital broadcast signal.
48. The system of claim 45 wherein the second compo
nent is a graphics block for generating the video signal from
the data stream received from the first component.
49. The system of claim 45 wherein the third component
is a CPU (central processing unit) block coupled to the bus
for managing an encryption process of the first encryption
unit and the second encryption unit.
50. The system of claim 49 wherein the encryption
process is key-based encryption process and the CPU block
manages the distribution of keys to the first encryption unit
and the second encryption unit.
51. The system of claim 49 further comprising an arbiter
coupled to the CPU block for arbitration of the bus.
52. The system of claim 45 wherein the first component,
second component, and third component include respective
identification registers for identifying each component.
53. The system of claim 45 wherein said data stream is
encrypted using an encryption process Substantially compli
ant with DES ECB (Data Encryption Standard Electronic
Code Book).
54. The system of claim 45 wherein the bus is a PCI
(Peripheral Component Interconnect) compliant bus and
each encryption unit performs encryption and decryption.
55. The system of claim 45 further comprising a front end
block coupled to the bus for receiving the digital broadcast
signal and generating the data stream therefrom, the first
component coupled to receive the data stream from the front
end block via the bus.

56. The system of claim 45 wherein the data stream is
substantially compliant with a version of the MPEG (Mov
ing Pictures Experts Group) format.
57. In a set-top box transceiver, a high security bus
architecture for implementing secure transmission of data
between components of the transceiver, comprising:
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a bus;

a first encryption/decryption unit coupled to the bus for
encrypting a data stream to generate an encrypted data
stream, the data stream received from a first compo
nent;

a second encryption/decryption unit coupled to the bus for
decrypting the encrypted data stream received from the
first encryption/decryption unit via the bus, the data
stream for transmission to a second component; and
a third component coupled to the bus for controlling
arbitration of the bus to coordinate transmission of the

encrypted data stream from the first encryption/decryp
tion unit to the second encryption/decryption unit Such
that content from the data stream is securely transferred
between the first encryption/decryption unit and the
second encryption/decryption unit across the bus with
out exposing the unencrypted data stream.
58. The architecture of claim 57 wherein the first com

ponent and the first encryption unit are built into a first
integrated circuit device and the second component and the
second encryption unit are built into a second integrated
circuit device.
59. The architecture of claim 57 wherein the first com

ponent is an audio video decode block for decoding the data
stream from the external Source.
60. The architecture of claim 57 wherein the second

component is a graphics block for generating a video signal
from the data stream received from the first component.
61. The architecture of claim 57 wherein the first com

ponent is a conditional access block for descrambling the
digital broadcast signal.
62. The architecture of claim 57 wherein the second

component is an audio video decode block for decoding the
data stream received from the first component.
63. The architecture of claim 57 wherein the third com

ponent is a CPU (central processing unit) block coupled to
the bus for managing an encryption process of the first
encryption unit and the second encryption unit.
64. The architecture of claim 63 wherein the encryption
process is key-based encryption process and the CPU block
manages the distribution of keys to the first encryption unit
and the second encryption unit via the bus.
65. The architecture of claim 63 further comprising an
arbiter coupled to the CPU block for arbitration of the bus.
66. The architecture of claim 63 wherein the first com

ponent, second component, and third component include
respective identification registers for implementing compo
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provides bi-directional communication between the first
component and the second component.
69. In a transceiver for receiving a digital broadcast
signal, a method for implementing secure transmission of
data from the digital broadcast signal between internal
components of the transceiver via a bus, the method com
prising the steps of
a) accessing a digital broadcast signal using a first com
ponent of a transceiver;
b) generating a data stream by descrambling the digital
broadcast signal using the first component;
c) encrypting the data stream using a first encryption/
decryption unit to generate an encrypted data stream;
d) controlling arbitration of a bus to coordinate transmis
sion of the encrypted data stream on the bus;
e) transmitting the encrypted data stream to a second
component via the bus; and
f) decrypting the data stream using a second encryption/
decryption unit coupled to the second component Such
that the bus carries only an encrypted version of the
data stream without exposing the unencrypted data
Stream.

70. The method of claim 69 wherein the transceiver is a

set-top box.
71. The method of claim 69 wherein the bus is a PCI

(Peripheral Component Interconnect) compliant bus and
provides bi-directional communication between the first
component and the second component.
72. The method of claim 69 further comprising the step of
decoding the data stream from the external source using an
audio video decode block.

73. The method of claim 69 further comprising the step of
generating a video signal from the data stream received from
the first component using a graphics block.
74. The method of claim 69 further comprising the step of
managing an encryption process of the first encryption unit
and the second encryption unit using a CPU (central pro
cessing unit) block coupled to the bus.
75. The method of claim 74 wherein the encryption
process is key-based encryption process and the CPU block
manages the distribution of keys to the first encryption unit
and the second encryption unit.
76. The method of claim 69 wherein said data stream is

nent identification via the bus.
67. The architecture of claim 63 wherein said data stream

encrypted using an encryption routine Substantially compli
ant with DES ECB (Data Encryption Standard Electronic
Code Book).

is encrypted using an encryption process Substantially com
pliant with DES ECB (Data Encryption Standard Electronic
Code Book).

substantially compliant with a version of the MPEG (Mov
ing Pictures Experts Group) format.

77. The method of claim 69 wherein the data stream is

68. The architecture of claim 63 wherein the bus is a PCI

(Peripheral Component Interconnect) compliant bus and
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